[Analysis of existing models of spin label movement during spin labeling of biological macromolecules].
The spin-labeled bovine serum albumin and IgG were studied in search of an experimental approach for comparison of different models of rotational mobility of spin label. These models are: the model of isotropic motion of spin label together with the macromolecule (IM); the model of highly anisotropic motion of spin label (HAM); and the model of slow isotropic motion of label around the binding site (SIML). The experimental spectra were measured on a common X-band ESR spectrometer and on the unique 140 GHZ (lambda = 2 mm) ESR spectrometer under the same conditions. Theoretical spectra were computer-calculated according to Freed's theory. We have found, that the results of temperature-viscosity experiments in X-band are contradictory to the model of IM both for the BSA and IgG species. The models of HAM and SIML for the BSA give identical X-band spectra. The bovine serum albumin spectra in the 2 mm region strongly contradict to the assumptions of the HAM model. Also, the SIML model fails to describe the experimental spectra in terms of isotropic motion of the spin label around the binding site. X-band spectra of IgG can not be explained by the SIML model, while the same spectra in the 2 mm region can not be explained by the HAM model.